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Conclusion

Powder diffractogram of ‘Na6CdPb2’.

Steps towards investigations on substitution effects in ternary Na-Zn-Sn Zintl phases were made via direct fusion of pure elements. Since the

previous work preparing Na6CdPb2 revealed presence of weak superstructure,[1] the isovalent substitution of Na-Zn-Sn phase by Cd and Pb as

well as both were performed. The resulting loading nonimal composition ‘Na6CdPb2’ formed Na6CdPb2 as main phase. Besides, as ‘NaIn3Pb’ that

made before led to side product,[1] it was re-prepared, forming the main phase ‘Na9In19Pb’ and showing a structure containing closo-In12, nido-In11

or arachno-In10 icosahedra due to the In6/Pb6 split position. Regarding the resulting quaternary phases via substitution with Ca, Sr, Ba, Li, Ga,

based on the known compound Na29Zn24Sn32
[2] and Na34Zn66Sn38

[3], a loading composition of ‘Na29Zn24Sn18Ga14’ reveals a layer-like structure in

stacking order of ABA'B'A''B'' sequence comprising two kinds of icosahedron in Kagoménet as well as in corrugated and hexagonal arrangement.

Additionally, ‘Ca34Li17Zn15Sn51’ led to some unknown phases.

The loading composition ‘Na6CdPb2’ formed the same Na6CdPb2 phase compared with that in the previous work. A flux synthesis with a loading 

composition of ‘NaIn3Pb’ resulted in millimeter-sized crystal agglomerates of ‘Na9In19Pb’. Single crystal structure solutions revealed the possible 

presence of closo-In12, nido-In11, or arachno-In10 icosahedra. ‘Ca34Li17Zn15Sn51’ led to some unknown phases. ‘Na29Zn24Sn18Ga14’ resulted in a 

layer-like structure in stacking order composing of two kinds of icosahedra. ‘Na27Zn19Sn16Ga11’ generated a phase pure sample. 

Synthesis Optimization of ‘Na6CdPb2’ and ‘Na9In19Pb’

Powder diffractogram of ‘NaIn3Pb’.

Structure of ‘Na9In19Pb’: (left to

right), view along b axis; along

c axis; icosahedra with split

position In6/Pb6 (88:12%);

triangle and dumbbell between

icosahedra stands.

reaction at 723 K followed

by elnogated anealing steps

crystallization: 240 °C, 7 days

refinement of Na9In18.10(1)Pb1.36(1):

- space group: Cmcm

- unit cell parameters: a = 15.5352(13),           

b = 11.9926(10), c = 16.5818(14)

- unit cell volume: 3089.3(4) Å3

Substitution of Na-Zn-Sn phases

Structure of ‘Na29Zn24Sn18Ga14’: (from top left to bottom right), overview of

the whole structure; two kinds of icosahedra; Kagomé net of layer A; 6-

membered ring and dumbbell in channel of layer A; corrugated and

hexagonal arrangement of layer B; dumbbell and super-tetrahedron in

channel of layer B.

‘NaIn3Ge’ as well as ‘NaIn3Sn’ and

‘KIn3Pb’ via isovalent substitution

formed unknown phases

refinement of Na27Sn16.1(2)Zn19.4(2)Ga10.8(2):

- trigonal

- space group: R 3m

- unit cell parameters: a = 15.2578(10), c = 48.665(5)

- unit cell volume: 9811.3(14) Å3

d (In-In) = 3.2 Å

d (In-Pb) = 3.4 Å


